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This paper presents a new model for strategic generation expansion planning as well as investor decision
making. The generation expansion planning in this paper is including the purchase of a guaranteed
power, which is discussed at HL2. The existing problem has a target year (30 years later), which consists
of several steps. Regarding time periods and strategic behavior of investors, a bi-level model is presented.
The upper-level issue involves investment decisions and strategic products with the goal of maximizing
investor profit and the lower-level includes market clearing equations aimed at maximizing social welfare.
The bi-level model presented using the KKT conditions is converted into a problem of mathematical
programming with equilibrium constraints (MPEC). In this paper, the contract price of the guaranteed
purchase, the market price and the strategic offers as a variable in the problem that are in the output of
the problem. The proposed model is implemented on a 6-bus network. © 2018 Journal of Energy Management and

Technology
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PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES OF PROBLEM:

i Index for existing units

k Index for other units

o Index for load levels

d Index for consumers

t Index for planning periods

a, b Index for system buses

r Interest rate

act Contract price in period t

λat Market price of bus a in period t

ICwt Investment cost of wind units in periodt

OCwt Operation cost of wind unit in period t

xwt Price offer of wind unit in period t

xeit Price offer of existing unit i in period t

xokt Price offer of other unit k in period t

ydt Price bid of consumers in period t

Pwt Construction capacity of wind unit in period t

Pcwt Contractual power of wind unit in period t

Pmwt Market power of wind unit in period t

Peit Capacity of existing unit i in period t

Pceit Contractual power of existing unit i in period t

Pmeit Market power of existing unit i in period t

Pokt Capacity of other unit k in period t

Pcokt Contractual power of other unit k in period t

Pmokt Market power of other unit k in period t

Pdt Supplied power of consumer d in period t
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Pd(D,max) Demanded power of consumer d in period t

Bab Susceptance of line a - b

θa Voltage angle of bus a

ρo Probability of load level o

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the limits of energy resources and environmental issues,
in order to reduce environmental pollution and reduce the use
of fossil fuels, various approaches have been proposed in inter-
national societies. Among these approaches, renewable energy
sources can be mentioned. In 2007, the EU approved a plan to
provide 20% of energy from renewable sources, reducing 20% of
emissions and increasing 20% of energy efficiency by 2020. This
project became known worldwide as 20/20/20 [1]. According to
these existing laws and restrictions, authors of [2–5] have used
renewable sources of solar and wind in a monopoly environ-
ment. However, the need for accurate planning in the field of
renewable resource development is felt more and more. Chang-
ing the structure of the electricity industry and the advent of a
competitive market in this industry requires actors in this market
to consider different investment options in expansion planning
in order to make the best decision. Today, one of the options for
investing is the use of renewable sources that are mostly related
to wind and solar resources that have been discussed in a restruc-
tured environment [6–8]. In references [9,10], the 6-bus Network
is used to implement the proposed model. Reference [11], [12]
and [13] chose the Iranian network, the Chilean network and
the Canary Islands as a case study system for implementing its
proposed model, respectively.

In order to persuade investors to invest in the renewable
resource industry, due to the uncertainty in these resources,
incentives should be considered. In [14], a guaranteed power
purchase contract is considered by the independent operator of
the system (ISO) as an incentive to invest. Capacity payment
readiness is one of the incentives to invest in [15].

In [16], the point pricing is formulated to reduce the cost of
the economic distribution problem. Authors of [17] has modeled
the load uncertainty with the locational marginal price approach
for unit pricing. Similar work has been done in this field by [18].
In [19], the optimal contract pricing has been studied. In [20],
the market price of electricity energy is determined, and since
predict of price is often error-prone, it uses bidding and offer-
ing strategy for energy storage system to offset the error. Au-
thors of [21] predicted the market price using the meta-heuristic
method. In modeling of the electricity price predicting problem
in the competitive market of this reference, the characteristics
of non-storage capacity, low tensile and seasonality of demand
are considered. Also authors of [22] using the storage system
in their research due to the security limitations. In [23], a bi-
level optimization method was used for optimal contract pricing
for a distributed generation (DG). In this reference, the upper-
level of planning is the maximization of the total profit of the
unit produced by itself, while at the lower-level the wholesale
company is thinking of minimizing its payments. In this case,
a mathematical program with equilibrium constraint (MPEC)
is created. In [24], a bi-level problem has been solved, which
looking for the investment of strategic units. This reference
maximizing the strategic units profit in upper-level problem,
and in lower-level social welfare is maximized by ISO, and its
output is the optimal determination of the proposed price of

strategic units and the market price. In the present study, the
contract price of the guaranteed power purchase is as a variable
which the contracting market is not available in [24], and the
distinction between the present paper and the reference [24] is
the existence of a guaranteed purchasing contract market. The
reference [25] has been strategically priced in offering and has
benefited from a competitive learning method for market partic-
ipation. The market clearing process in this reference is based
on locational marginal pricing. The results of [25] suggest that
decision making of strategic offering could be more profitable.

The reference [26] is intended to strike a balance between the
distribution company (DisCo) and the distributed generation
unit. This research is also a bi-level problem that target of the
upper-level is DG’s profits maximization and the lower-level
goal is DisCo’s cost minimization. In this reference, the bilateral
contracts between DGs and DisCo are optimal pricing. The
divergence of the advance paper with [26] is that [26] is contract
pricing in a competitive market merely, and there is no discussed
about generation expansion planning.

According to the reviewed papers, it can be seen that the
models presented in the above mentioned are not complete and
do not consider all aspects of the market. The shortcomings in
the above are the lack of use of the contract pricing along with
the market price to solve the problem of development of produc-
tion, and the contract pricing in the existing market regardless
of the expansion issue. This paper tries to provide a complete
model for the generation expansion planning with fixing defects.
In this paper, a novel framework is presented for solving gener-
ation expansion planning problem considering an investment
in a wind power units in a bi-level model. In the upper-level
problem, the profit of wind units investor is maximized and in
the lower-level problem, the social welfare is maximized. Invest-
ment incentives include guaranteed power purchase contracts.
The bi-level problem is converted into an MPEC single-level
problem using a mathematical program with equilibrium con-
straints, which utilizes Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions.
Regarding the investigated references, the novelties of this paper
are as follows:

• Presenting a mathematical model for generation expansion
planning of wind units, considering simultaneous determi-
nation of guaranteed purchase price and spot market.

• Similar papers consider the contract price as the input; how-
ever, in this paper, the guaranteed purchase contract price,
market price simultaneously are assumed as internal vari-
ables of the problem, which exist in the output of the prob-
lem.

• Presenting a new algorithm for solving the generation ex-
pansion planning problem.

In the following, the Section 2 is dedicated to the features of the
proposed model. In the Section 3, the mathematical formulation
of problem is taken into account, and in the Section 4, numerical
studies are included. Section 6 presents a conclusion about the
findings of current work.

2. FEATURES OF MODEL

In this section of the paper, the general features of the problem
are explained.
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Fig. 1. Load duration curve

A. Planning horizon, load demand and wind characteristics
The planning horizon in this paper is considered 30 years with
five-year periods. In this horizon, the planning can be performed
entirely for future 30 years, which is known as static method.
However, here the target year is intended to be five years later,
and every five years, the generation expansion studies are re-
peated. As the period of the studies is shorter, the results become
more accurate and reasonable; because any prediction about net-
work contains errors and uncertainties.

Demanded load for each target year that is obtained through
prediction is dealt with step by step using a load duration curve
(LDC). Fig. 1 shows an example of a load curve. Wind char-
acteristics is obtained via prediction, weather conditions and
previously recorded data.

B. Bi-level investment model
Decision making for investment and strategic price offering
is described by the generation unit in the form of a bi-level
model. The upper-level problem indicates decision making of
investment of the generation unit and its strategic offer is related
to each scenario. The purpose of this part of the problem is to
maximize the investor’s profit.

This upper-level problem is restricted by a set of lower-level
problems, implying that market clearing is done for each sce-
nario. The lower-level problem intends to increase social welfare,
which is planned by independent system operator. Locational
marginal price (LMP) for such problems as dual variables is
obtained from power balance constraint. The desired region of
each lower-level problem are shown via KKT conditions. Taking
into account the upper-level problem and substituting lower-
level problems for KKT conditions, an MPEC problem is formed.
The balance constraints are a set of KKT conditions that indicate
market clearing in each scenario.

C. Uncertainty in price offering and rivals investment
Selling price offered by rival producer units is shown using
scenarios. These scenarios can be formed on the basis of previous
data related to rivals offers.

Engaging in investment by rival producers is also modeled
as scenarios. Since there are not too many investment options, a
sizeable number of alternative scenarios can correctly demon-
strate rival’s investment in the planning target year.

Fig. 2. Proposed framework of bi-level problem

3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Fig. 2 illustrates the schematics of the proposed framework. The
main block of the proposed framework includes a bi-level model
in which the problems related to each level are shown. The
upper-level problems include investment problems intended to
maximize the profit of generation unit in the presence of invest-
ment incentives along with restrictions imposed in planning pe-
riod. The mechanism of guaranteed contract and preparedness
are also considered in the upper-level problem. The lower-level
problem is solved by the independent system operator, in which
the improvement of social welfare is intended considering domi-
nant restrictions. Some items in the output of the framework are
as follows: capacity invested in the wind unit, profit of owners
of the wind unit, energy purchased from the wind unit, market
price and the guaranteed purchase contract price.
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A. Bi-level model
The mathematical model for problem are presented below:

max : (1 + r)−t


− [ICwt∗Pwt] +

∑
o∈O

ρo ∑
t∈T

 [act∗Pcwt] + [λmt∗Pmwt]

− [OCwt∗ (Pcwt + Pmwt)]




(1)

0 ≤ Pwt ≤ Pmax
wt (2)

max : ∑
t∈T



− [act∗Pcwt]− [xwt∗Pmwt]−

∑
i∈I

([act∗Pceit] + [xeit∗Pmeit])−

∑
k∈K

([act∗Pcokt] + [xokt∗Pmokt]) +

∑
d∈D

[ydt∗Pdt]


(3)

∑
d

Pdt + ∑
b

Bab (θat − θbt)

−
(

Pcwt + Pmwt + ∑
i
[Pceit + Pmeit] + ∑

k
[Pcokt + Pmokt]

)
= 0; λat

(4)

0 ≤ Pcwt ≤ A∗Pwt; µmin
cwt , µmax

cwt (5)

0 ≤ Pmwt ≤ (1− A) ∗Pwt; µmin
wt , µmax

wt (6)

0 ≤ Pceit ≤ B∗Peit; µmin
ceit , µmax

ceit (7)

0 ≤ Pceit + Pmeit ≤ Peit; µmin
eit , µmax

eit (8)

0 ≤ Pcokt ≤ C∗Pokt; µmin
cokt, µmax

cokt (9)

0 ≤ Pcokt + Pmokt ≤ Pokt; µmin
okt , µmax

okt (10)

0 ≤ Pd ≤ PD,max
d ; µmin

dt , µmax
dt (11)

− Fmax
ab ≤ Bab (θat − θbt) ≤ Fmax

ab ; υmin
abt , υmax

abt (12)

− π ≤ θat ≤ π; ξmin
at , ξmax

at (13)

θat = 0, a = 1; ξ1
t (14)

Objective function (1) of the upper level problem indicates the
profit of wind investor and consists of four terms. The first term
is investment cost of wind turbine. The second term show the
revenue derived from selling power by wind turbine through
guaranteed contract and the third term show the revenue de-
rived from selling power by wind turbine in spot market. The
fourth term is current cost of wind turbine. Equation (2) shows
the maximum amount of investment in wind turbine at each
time. Objective function (3) of the lower-level problem deals
with maximizing social welfare by independent system operator
and includes eight terms. In the lower-level objective function,
the quantities that are received for selling power are shown by

plus sign, and the quantities related to power purchase, acting as
payments, are shown by minus sign. First and second terms are
the cost of purchasing power from the wind unit as a guaranteed
contract and participating in the spot market, respectively. The
third and fourth terms are contract costs and the spot market
for purchasing power from existing units. Fifth and sixth terms
refer to the payment cost to the competitor units in a contractual
market and spot market by the independent system operator.
The seventh term is received cost from consumers by ISO.

Constraints and restrictions of the lower-level problem are
explained by (4) to (14). For solving bi-level problems, as men-
tioned in Section 2-2, KKT conditions are used and the use of
these conditions requires the help of dual problems. Accordingly,
the duals of problem constraints are also specified (for each con-
straint, a dual is defined) that are further explained. Equation
(4) is known as power balance constraint for each bus; in each
hour, with regard to market clearing, the power delivered to the
market must be equal to the amount of power purchased from
the market. The dual of power balance constraint in the market
is denoted by λat, which is identical to locational marginal price
(LMP) for each bus. Equation (5) show the maximum amount of
participation of the wind unit in the contractual market against
the total capacity of the unit. The terms µmax

cwt and µmin
cwt are upper

limit and lower limit duals of (5). Equation (6) indicates the
limitation of power output at the wind unit, which should not
be greater than the total capacity. The terms µmax

wt and µmin
wt show

the upper and lower limit duals of (6). Constraints (7) and (8)
indicate the maximum amount of participation of existing power
plants in the contractual market and the maximum amount of
generation of existing power plants, respectively (which should
not be greater than their capacity). Phrases µmax

ceit and µmin
ceit are

the dualities of the upper and lower limits of (7) and the phrases
µmax

eit and µmin
eit are the dualities of the upper and lower lim-

its of (8). Constraints (9) and (10) are the same as those in (7)
and (8), concerning the new power plants and generation units.
Equation (9) indicates the maximum level of participation in the
contractual market of the newly created generation unit rate as
the total capacity of the unit that it plans to invest. The clause
of these constraint are represented by theµmax

cokt and µmin
cokt, which

are related to the upper and lower limits of equation (9). Equa-
tion (10) represents the maximum power generated by the new
generation unit, which should not exceed the total capacity of
the unit. The µmax

okt represents the upper limit dual and the µmin
okt

of the lower limit dual of the constraint (10). Equation (11) is
the demanded load constraint that is provided in the market
clearing operation. The maximum value in this equation is the
same as the total demanded load. The terms µmax

dt and µmin
dt are

the dualities of the upper and lower limits of (11).

The voltage angle (θa) of each network bus is obtained from
the run of the DC power flow on the desired network. Each
time the lower-level problem is run, according to the network
information, at the same time, the DC power flow is run and
gives the value of θa. The cause for the use of DC power flow is
to ignore losses (because the used network is the transmission
network and the problem is discussed at HL2). Constraint (12)
relates to the transmission power of the network lines, and Fmax

ab
is the maximum capacity of the lines between the buses a and b.
The min

abt shows the lower limit dual and max
abt the upper limit dual

of (12). Constraint (13) indicates the voltage angle range of each
bus, which can be between −π and π. The expressions ξmax

at and
ξmin

at are the dualities of the upper and lower limits of (13).
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B. Converting bi-level problem into MPEC
The present bi-level problem that is presented by (1) to (11) can
be converted into a single-level mathematical problem with equi-
librium constraints or MPEC, by applying KKT conditions to
the lower-level problem. In this conversion, it should be consid-
ered that the objective function of MPEC problem is the same
upper-level objective function. In addition to the sum of product
of constraints and their duals, the lower-level objective func-
tion of the primal problem forms a Lagrange equation, which is
obtained in (12) as follows [24]:

L = (Lower_LevelProblem) + ∑ λ∗h + ∑ µ∗g (15)

Derivatives of the Lagrange equation with respect to the vari-
ables of lower-level problem are assumed as a part of variations
of KKT conditions, which are given in (16) to (23).

∂L
∂Pcwt

= act − λat − µmin
cwt + µmax

cwt − µmin
wt + µmax

wt = 0 (16)

∂L
∂Pmwt

= xwt − λat − µmin
wt + µmax

wt = 0 (17)

∂L
∂Pceit

= act − λat − µmin
ceit + µmax

ceit − µmin
eit + µmax

eit = 0 (18)

∂L
∂Pmeit

= xeit − λat − µmin
eit + µmax

eit = 0 (19)

∂L
∂Pcokt

= act − λat − µmin
cokt + µmax

cokt − µmin
okt + µmax

okt = 0 (20)

∂L
∂Pmokt

= xokt − µmin
okt + µmax

okt = 0 (21)

∂L
∂Pd

= −ydt + λt − µmin
dt + µmax

dt = 0 (22)

∑
b

Bab (λat − λbt) + ∑
b

Bab
(
υmax

abt − υmax
bat
)
+

∑
b

Bab

(
υmin

abt − υmin
bat

)
+ ξmax

at − ξmin
at +

 ξ1
t

a = 1

 = 0
(23)

Besides the derivatives of Lagrange equation, in MPEC, con-
straints (3) and (5) to (13) retain their current form, and all con-
straints corresponding to lower-level are influenced by KKT
variations [24]. After applying the KKT conditions, each con-
straint in the primal problem is converted into two constraints
in the dual problem, which are shown in the following, in (24)
to (41).

0 ≤ Pcwt⊥µmin
cwt ≥ 0 (24)

0 ≤ A ∗ Pwt − Pcwt⊥µmax
cwt ≥ 0 (25)

0 ≤ Pcwt + Pmwt⊥µmin
wt ≥ 0 (26)

0 ≤ Pwt − (Pcwt + Pmwt)⊥µmax
wt ≥ 0 (27)

0 ≤ Pceit⊥µmin
ceit ≥ 0 (28)

0 ≤ B ∗ Peit − Pceit⊥µmax
ceit ≥ 0 (29)

0 ≤ Pceit + Pmeit⊥µmin
eit ≥ 0 (30)

0 ≤ Peit − (Pceit + Pmeit)⊥µmax
eit ≥ 0 (31)

0 ≤ Pcokt⊥µmin
cokt ≥ 0 (32)

0 ≤ C ∗ Pokt − Pcokt⊥µmax
cokt ≥ 0 (33)

0 ≤ Pcokt + Pmokt⊥µmin
okt ≥ 0 (34)

0 ≤ Pokt − (Pcokt + Pmokt)⊥µmax
okt ≥ 0 (35)

0 ≤ Pd⊥µmin
dt ≥ 0 (36)

0 ≤ PD,max
d − Pd⊥µmax

dt ≥ 0 (37)

0 ≤ Fmax
ab + Bab (θat − θbt)⊥υmin

abt ≥ 0 (38)

0 ≤ Fmax
ab − Bab (θat − θbt)⊥υmax

abt ≥ 0 (39)

0 ≤ π + θat⊥ξmin
at ≥ 0 (40)

0 ≤ π − θat⊥ξmax
at ≥ 0 (41)

4. NUMERICAL STUDIES

In this section, the performance of the proposed framework is
examined in a 6-bus network as shown in Fig. 3. In this Figure,
N shown the buses and D shown the loads on the buses. The
existing power plants in Fig. 3 shown by ES and O that indicant
of strategic types and the other types respectively.

A. Case study
In this paper, a HL2 model has been used for planning, and
the DC power flow equations are considered with the neglect
of network losses. The network under study is a 6-bus test
system, with loads and units are shown in Fig. 3. According
to Fig. 3, N indicates the buses, the ES indicates the existing
strategic generation units, O indicates other generation units,
and D indicates the load points in the network of case study.

The load information is shown in Table 1, which has four
load points (MW) and seven steps, and is offered for each step
of the proposed price (£/ MW) from the consumers side (load
points) [24]. Table 2 contains information on the generation
units available in the network, including the type, capacity, and
marginal cost of the generation units [24]. The data of new gener-
ation units for investment in development planning is presented
in Table 3, which is similar to Table 2 with three columns of type,
capacity and marginal cost [24]. Table 4 specifies different sce-
narios for solving this problem. The characteristics of the wind
in this paper are clustered randomly and correlated with de-
mand. Wind data in each bus is shown in Table 5 and shows the
probability of occurrence of each level of wind [24]. In this paper,
Figure 4 is used to convert wind speed to wind turbine output,
which is wind turbine according to its characteristics [27]. The
Weibull distribution function can model wind speed behavior,
more accurately. Therefore, in this paper, wind speed is modeled
as Weibull function.
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Table 1. Load information of network
D1 D2 D3 D4

Level Load(MW) Price(£/MW) Load(MW) Price(£/MW) Load(MW) Price(£/MW) Load(MW) Price(£/MW)

1 400 38.75 340 36.48 280 35.75 230 33.08

2 350 33.69 290 30.09 230 28.72 180 28.52

3 310 30.66 250 28.30 190 27.36 140 26.20

4 280 28.08 220 26.22 150 25.21 110 23.47

5 240 25.69 180 24.34 110 23.55 70 22.71

6 220 23.49 160 21.98 90 21.33 50 21.58

7 190 22.76 120 21.35 70 20.71 40 20.61

Table 2. Information of existing units

Technology Capacity (MW) Type Bus no.

Coal 350 Strategic 1

Oil 100 Strategic 2

Coal 76 Strategic 3

Oil 20 Strategic 6

Coal 350 Other 1

Oil 197 Other 2

Coal 155 Other 3

Oil 100 Other 5

Table 3. Information of new units

Type Capacity (MW) Marginal price (/MW)

Base 0, 500, 750, 1000 6.16

Peak
0, 200, 250, 300,

350, . . . , 1000
14.96

Table 4. Simulated scenarios
Scenario no. Power market Guaranteed contract Strategic offering

1 * - -

2 * * -

3 * * *

Table 5. Wind information

Wind speed Probability (%)

(m/s) Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 Bus 4 Bus 5 Bus 6

0 23 21 24 23 19 18

(0,2) 19 20 20 18 21 22

(2,4) 13 15 12 15 16 15

(4,6) 9 7 10 8 10 9

(6,8) 14 16 12 14 14 16

(8,10) 12 11 13 13 13 10

(10,12) 7 6 6 7 5 5

(12,14) 3 4 3 2 2 5

Fig. 3. The 6-bus network

Fig. 4. Relation between wind speed and output power of
wind unit

B. Analysis of simulation results
To validate the results, the proposed model was first imple-
mented based on one of the scenarios in reference [24], which
achieved best results (Table 7 shows comparison of results.). The
results of each scenario are reviewed in the following.

Scenario 1: In this scenario, the wind generation unit can
participate in the competitive market as well as other generation
units and supply its own goods and subsequently manage its
profits and capital. According to the results, in the third period,
a wind unit with a capacity of 50 MW has been invested in Bus
4. Also, in the fifth period, capacity of 30 MW in Bus 4 and in
the sixth period, capacity of 30 MW in Bus 4 and 20 MW, in Bus
6, was invested in wind unit. The total capacity invested in this
scenario is about 170 MW. According to Table 6, with investment
of around 113 M€, profit of 175 M£can be earned in the 30-year
period.

Scenario 2: By adding investment incentives, such as a guar-
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Table 6. Results of simulation

Scenario 1

(base)
Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Period 1 - - -

Period 2 - 100(4) 120(4)

Period 3 50 (4)
60(4)

40(4)

100(4)

50(6)

Period 4 - 70(4)
70(4)

50(5)

Period 5 30(4)
50(5)

50(6)

30(5)

70(6)

Period 6
30(4)

20(6)

70(4)

50(6)

100(4)

30(5)

50(6)

Total power (MW) 170 490 670

Total capital (M£) 113 322 525

Total profit (M £) 175 500 790

anteed purchase contract to the market, there are a lot of invest-
ments made by wind farms. According to the results, it is shown
in Table 6 that the wind generation unit made an investment of
about 490 MW, which100 MW was at bus 4 in the second period,
60 MW at the bus 4 and 40 MW at the bus 6 during the Third
period, 70 MW was invested in bus 4 in the fourth period, 50
MW in bus 5 and 50 MW in bus 6 in the fifth period and 70 MW
in bus 4 and 50 MW in bus 6 in the sixth period. The result of
this investment is a profit of about 500 M£. The initial cost of the
unit in this scenario is about 322 M€. According to the above, a
guaranteed power purchase contract can be a great incentive for
investment in the wind turbine industry.

Scenario 3: In previous scenarios, the proposed sales price
from the wind farm was presented as an input to the problem.
But in this scenario, in addition to the market price and the price
of a guaranteed purchase contract, offer of wind unit is also
as a variable in the problem. According to the results in Table
6, the wind unit invested around 670 MW, which 390 MW is
the share of Bus 4, 110 MW, the share of Bus 5 and 120 MW,
the share of the bus 6. Investment in Bus 4 was carried out in
the second, third, fourth and sixth periods with values of 120
MW, 100 MW, 70 MW and 100 MW, respectively. Bus 5 has been
invested in terms of 50 MW, 30 MW and 30 MW for the three
periods of the fourth, fifth and sixth periods, respectively. The
investment in the bus 6 is 50 MW, 70 MW and 50 MW in the
third, fifth, and sixth periods, respectively. Under this scenario,
capital investment will require 525 M£, with a net profit 790 M€.
In view of the results obtained, it can be seen that the presented
model in this paper can be more profitable, and the investor,
taking into account the aforementioned cases in this model, can
Increase profit to considerable amount.

Table 6 with an annual load growth rate is 2% and factor of
participation in the guaranteed purchase market is 50%. Table
8 shows the average market price and contract price across the
network.

In the following, the effects of these two factors on the results

Table 7. Results comparison

This Paper Reference [24]

Total Power (MW) 670 500

Total Profit / Total Cost 1.5048 1.1247

Table 8. Market and contract price

Market price Contract price

Period 1 (£) 34.42 36.93

Period 2 (£) 35.18 38.74

Period 3 (£) 33.54 37.03

Period 4 (£) 32.83 36.24

Period 5 (£) 33.65 36.52

Period 6 (£) 32.76 35.78

of the problem, effect of changes in the marginal cost and effect
of limiting the capacity of the transmission lines are discussed.

B.1. Effect of changes in load growth rate

Demand is an effective factor in the expansion strategy of gener-
ation units. In this research, the load growth rate is considered to
be 2%, 4% and 7%, so that its effects on the results are examined.
Table 9 illustrates these effects.

B.2. Impact of changes in participation factor in the contract market

In each market, guaranteed trade seems reasonable. Whatever
amount of guaranteed contract is higher, the more investors
will participate in the market. Making changes in the rate of
participation of the wind unit in the guaranteed market and
viewing the results is an affirmation of the said sentence. The
results of these changes are shown in Table 10.

B.3. Effect of changes in the marginal cost variation of new units

Increasing the marginal costs of generation units will increase
energy cost and reducing them will reduce energy cost. For
this reason, with the increase of the marginal cost, the use of
these units for investment is reduced and in order to meet the
needs of the network, more wind units enter the network, and
by reducing the cost of the new generation units, the demand
for the use of these units will Increase in the network and using
fewer wind units. Table 11 confirms this issue.

B.4. Effect of limiting the capacity of the transmission lines

If the power transmission capacity in lines 2-4 and 3-6 is limited
to 300 MW and 100 MW, the results are modified in Table 12.
According to the results obtained from the previous state, no

Table 9. Effect of changes in load growth rate

Load growth rate (%) Investment capacity

2 670

4 720

7 770
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Table 10. Impact of changes in participation factor in the con-
tract market

Participation (%) Investment capacity (MW)

50 670

65 750

80 830

Table 11. Effect of changes in the marginal cost variation of
new units

Marginal cost changing (%) Investment capacity (MW)

80 590

100 670

120 710

investments have been made in buses 1, 2 and 3. But by limiting
the transmission of power to the buses from buses 4 and 6, as
well as with the growth of network load, ISO will have to invest
in mentioned buses to meet demand.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new framework for solving the problem of gen-
eration expansion planning in the presence of investment incen-
tives is presented.

The guaranteed purchase contract and the level of participa-
tion in the contractual market are known to affect the behavior
of wind unit investors. Guaranteed contract will increase the
willingness to invest in wind units as well as increase profits.
And the strategic offering by the generation unit (which is deter-
mined during the market clearing operation), will increase the
investment, as well as the wind unit profit.

Full participation in the electricity market will reduce the
profitability of the investor. On the other hand, the full sale of
capacity as a contractor affects the market price and increases
the payments of the consumer and the operator.

An increase in the rate of growth will increase the capacity of
the generation units. And increasing the marginal cost (offer) of
other units reduces their participation and increases the number

Table 12. Effect of limiting the capacity of the transmission
lines

Limiting of capacity L2-4 & L3-4 Buses 1, 2 & 3 Buses 4, 5 & 6

No limit

0(1)

0(2)

0(3)

390(4)

110(50)

120(6)

300 (MW)

0(1)

0(2)

50(3)

390(4)

90(5)

90(6)

100 (MW)

20(1)

50(2)

80(3)

340(4)

90(50)

40(6)

of wind units. Also restrictions on the transmission lines will
make investments in place of load points.
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